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PROGRAMME STRUCTURE
PROGRAMME STRUCTURE (FULL TIME)
Notes: Each semester is 20 weeks, with breaks between block 1 and block 2.
Each teaching block is 10 weeks.
In the full-time mode of study, students take two courses simultaneously.
DURATION: 1.5 YEARS
YEAR SEMESTER
1

2

1

3

CODE

People and
Organisations
Global Business and
MMBA1024
Economy
Accounting and Finance
MMBA1034
for Managers
MMBA1044 Research Methods
MMBA1014

MMBA1054
/
MMBA1074

2

•
•
•

MMBA1064
/
•
MMBA1084
MMBA1094

4

COURSE

•

•
MMBA1104
/
MMBA1114 •

Marketing Analysis
and Decision Making
OR
Effective Leadership
Managing Digital
Business OR
Change
Management
Crafting and
Executing Strategy
Human Resource
Management
OR
Small Business
Management
TOTAL

1

MMBA2018

Applied Business
Research

2

MMBA2018

Applied Business
Research
TOTAL

TOTAL CREDIT HOURS TO GRADUATE = 40
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STATUS

CREDITS

Core

4

Core

4

Core

4

Core

4

Specialisation
1

4

Specialisation
2

4

Specialisation
3

4

Elective

4

32
Core/
Research
Project
Core/
Research
Project

8
8

Course Information: Core Courses
Item
Course Name
Course Code

Details
People and Organisations
MMBA1014
On completion of the course, the learners should be able to:

Learning
Outcomes

Synopsis
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1. Compare the basic models of individual behaviour and various stable &
changeable characteristics of individual.
2. Evaluate perspectives that are related to and affect the dynamics of how
people in organizations function.
3. Work in group evaluate the effect of individuals, groups/teams, and
structure on behaviour within an organisation.
4. Formulate ways to address the collective behaviour of organisational
members in view of making the organisations function more effectively.
This course seeks to expose students to elements and issues with regard to
organisations and the way they 'behave'. It focuses on related theories,
research and practices including individual behaviour, motivation,
teamwork, communication, and organisational structure, culture and
change.

Item
Course Name
Course Code
Learning
Outcomes

Synopsis
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Details
Global Business and Economy
MMBA1024
On completion of the course, the learners should be able to:
1. Present key points of fundamental micro and macro economic
theories and policies pertinent to international business in a team.
2. Display the relevant analytical tools and skills required for sound and
ethical decision making in the context of international business
operations.
3. Evaluate institutional policies, organizational strategies and
organizational and institutional practices related to international
business.
4. Use inter-personal skills to engage the organization's internal and
external stakeholders with respect to identifying and solving
emergent operational and strategic problems.
This course encompasses two areas pertinent to the understanding of
global business: (1) economic theories and policies and (2) international
business. The first part of the course introduces the underlying economic
theories that inform business decisions. It covers the micro and macro
issues including theory of the firm, supply and demand mechanism, market
structure, determination of national income, business cycle, and fiscal and
monetary policies, The second part of the module aims to expose students
to the different issues of international business. Among the topics covered
are the impacts of government policies on international business,
international trade and investment, international financial market,
international strategic management, and managing international
operations..

Item
Course Name
Course Code

Details
Accounting and Finance for Managers
MMBA1034
On completion of the course, the learners should be able to:

Learning
Outcomes

Synopsis
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1. Explain major theories and practices related to the nature and roles
of managerial accounting and finance.
2. Evaluate management accounting business decision making using decision
support tools and financial management models and their impacts on
organizational dynamics.

3. Explain numerical data to address financial issues.
4. Formulate financial strategies for organizations to enhance their
competitive advantages and sustainability.
This course discusses various management accounting techniques with
emphasis on its relevant to management decision making functions. It
includes discussions on significant development on the role of
management accounting within an organization. The subject also seeks
to expose students to the functions and principles of financial
management and its application in managerial decisions. It focuses on
the scope of corporate finance which include financial markets, financial
statement analysis, financial planning and forecasting, profile of risk and
return, time value of money, valuation of shares and bonds and capital
budgeting.

Item

Details

Course Name

Research Methods

Course Code

MMBA1044
On completion of the course, the learners should be able to:
1. Explain the concepts, processes and procedures in conducting a
business research.

Learning
Outcomes

2. Explain how information technology may be used to support
organizations.Demonstrate the methodological and analytical skills
relevant to identifying a research problem and gap.
3. Propose the research design suitable for different research topic
and research question(s)
4. Prepare a coherent research proposal.

Synopsis
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The course begins with a discussion of the knowledge-acquiring
process where the creation of research knowledge is emphasized.
Frames of reference, scientific ideals and the choice of perspectives
are regarded as important bricks in the research process. This is
followed by a discussion on the choice of subject areas, research
backgrounds, research questions, problem statements, the ensuing
methodological implications, and the possibilities and limitations of
both quantitative and qualitative methods Different methods for
sampling, gathering data and relevant hands-on sessions are included.

Course Information: Specialisation Courses
Item
Course Name
Course Code
Learning
Outcomes

Details
Marketing Analysis and Decision Making
MMBA1054
Upon completion of this subject, students should be able to:
1. Describe the dynamism of the marketing environment and its
impact on organization's marketing strategies.
2. Apply relevant marketing theories and models to various
marketing contexts.
3. Relate the environmental impact on the firm's planning,
strategies and practices.
4. Construct appropriate customer driven marketing strategies for
an effective and efficient marketing programme.

Synopsis
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Market dynamics and its evolutionary changes force firms to gain
strategic insights in order to develop intelligence to survive the
intense competition hence it is imperative to study strategic
marketing management. This course focuses on formulating and
implementing strategic measures. Although it is taken at the
business level, it contributes to the overall management decision
making. Topics covered include corporate business strategies,
marketing management process, understanding consumer
behaviour, developing strategic marketing programmes that include
marketing communications and the increasing importance of emarketing.

Item
Course Name
Course Code
Learning
Outcomes

Details
Managing Digital Business
MMBA1064
Upon completion of this subject, students should be able to:
1. Discuss the critical components of digital business.
2. Evaluate the critical factors and challenges of using technologies
for digital transformations.
3. Formulate digital strategy to reinvent businesses toward
reaching more digital consumers.
4. Display moral and professional ethics in operating a digital
business.

Synopsis
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Digital technologies are reshaping many traditional industries, and
many companies need to reinvent their business to survive in this
dynamic environment. This course aims to provide insight
knowledge to managing business in the digital age. Rising to the
digital challenge often involves creating new business models,
finding new ways to innovate, leveraging digital platforms and social
marketing tools to engage with consumers, and designing new
organizational structures to spark entrepreneurship. Using a diverse
set of global case studies from digital companies such as Amazon,
Apple and Uber, as well as legacy companies like the New York
Times and Comcast, this module provides a framework to
understand digital disruption, crafting and driving digital business
strategy.

Item

Details

Course Name

Effective Leadership

Course Code
Learning
Outcomes

MMBA1074

Synopsis

This course aims to provide students with the fundamental skills
required for effective organisational leadership. The course will focus
on both theory and practical aspects about leadership development,
leadership in organisation, and leadership in team building.
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On completion of the course, the student should be able to:
1. Discuss the application of different leaders' characteristics to their
different leadership styles in fitting in different situations.
2. Apply leadership theories in explaining relationship with followers
and its outcomes.
3. Explain how leaders create and motivate teams for optimal
performance.
4. Demonstrate different leadership styles according to followers'
readiness and situation.

Item

Details

Item

Details

Course Name
Course Code
Learning
Outcomes

Synopsis
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Change Management
MMBA1084
Upon completion of this subject, students should be able to:
1. Relate the relevance of a range of change management
approaches and models to a variety of situations.
2. Apply a range of skills and management competencies relevant
to the change management process.
3. Display diagnostic tools and models to explore underlying
organizational and behavioral issues that affect the change
process.
4. Explain change processes that will effectively drive the planned
organisational change.
Change management is one of the most important success factors for
any organization in today's ever changing business world. This course
seeks to equip students with theoretical and practical knowledge in
managing organizational change relevant to managers. It focuses on
the process, tools and strategies to handle the people side of change
to achieve organization goals.

Item
Course Name
Course Code
Learning
Outcomes

Details
Crafting and Executing Strategy
MMBA1094
On completion of the course, the learners should be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Explain the strategic management processes, models and tools.
Discuss the feasibility of applying different strategic management
models and tools to real business situations.
Analyse organizational issues or problems.
Identify strategies for organizations to enhance their competitive
advantages and sustainability.

Synopsis
Crafting and executing strategy are paramount for many businesses
to succeed and sustain. The course covers issues of internal and
external environment analysis, strategic models and approaches for
winning a sustainable competitive advantage.
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Course Information: Elective Courses

Item

Details

Course Name

Human Resource Management

Course Code
Learning
Outcomes

MMBA1104
Upon completion of this subject, the students should be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Synopsis
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Synthesise the key terms, theories/concepts, practices,
different tools used in planning human resource needs.
Demonstrate how to apply relevant concepts to key issues
related to administering compensation, appraisal, career
planning, diversity, ethics, and training.
Evaluate the influence of HR policies in supporting
organizational goals.
Propose HR policies that enhances the organisation's aims.

This course seeks to enhance students understanding of the
concept, roles, functions and the practice of human resource
management in organizations. It focuses on the human resource
environment and challenges faced by organizations, managing work
flows and job analysis, legal aspects of HR in Malaysia, human
resource planning and recruitment, selection and testing processes,
training and development, managing organizational renewal,
appraising and improving performance, managing compensation
and incentives, occupational safety and health at workplace and
employee relations..

Item

Details

Course Name

Small Business Management

Course Code
Learning
Outcomes

MMBA1104
Upon completion of this subject, the students should be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Synopsis
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Explain the nature of and management of small business;
theories and issues related to the function and operations of
these small enterprises.
Relate the application of key concepts to small business
development.
Assess the potential of the success of an enterprise.
Identify viable entrepreneurial opportunities for new venture
creation and to sustain its competitiveness.

This course prepares students to consider entrepreneurial options.
Students will be equipped with knowledge and skills on how to
start a business. Students will learn how to prepare a business
proposal and to pitch a business idea to potential investors.
Students will be exposed to creative thinking and the importance
of developing novel skills to address the changing business
environment and market needs.

Course Information: Project Paper

Item

Details

Course Name Applied Business Research
Course Code
Learning
Outcomes

MMBA2018
Upon completion of this subject, the students should be able to:
1.

Differentiate the approaches and techniques required in
performing reliable and valid research to address a business and
management problem.
2. Demonstrate the relevant methodology, statistical tools and
analytical skills to researching the business and management
problem.
3. Prepare a research report recommending solutions to the
business and management problem.
4. Present key research findings using presentation slides in an
oral presentation.
Synopsis
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This project provides students the opportunity to select and pursue
a research in an area of their interest related to a
business/management field. It requires students to identify a
business and management problem, and thereafter design and
develop a study, analyse data and interpret the findings. In addition,
students will be required to communicate their research findings
and recommendations in a written report and via an oral
presentation.

